
KEUB PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING FOR OCTOBER 2017

Issue:  Relieving Tensions between those who live locally and visitors.
Hood To Coast event and business grievances of “outsiders” overrunning the event.

A discussion of the grievances of local businesses regarding Hood to Coast Event people 
setting up booths on the street, using local business power outlets, and not cleaning up 
after the event was over.

Issue:  Public Schools
 Seaside school's new location and land boundary issues.

A discussion of of the proposed location of the new High School, the land donation and 
how the boundaries will be drawn and utilized.

Issue: Public Safety
 Renovating the Sunset Empire Public Pool 

A discussion of the draining of the pool, and Dogs being allowed to swim before they 
drained the water.

Issue:  Community Preparedness for a major public emergency
Tsunami Preparedness

 Tsunami preparedness and what happens in the aftermath. Grants for studies.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING FOR NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 2017

Issue: Community Preparedness for a major public emergency.
Storm  preparedness

 Remembering the great gale of 2007 on the North Coast, 10 year anniversary and what 
types of emergency notifications were implemented due to the disaster.

Issue:  Dealing with the homeless
Homelessness in Seaside

 The issue of panhandling in Seaside. It has become a chronic problem and city leaders 
are at odds on how to curtail the activity. Police advise not to give at all.



Issue: Retaining local character of the coast
The Character of the Coast
 A Japanese fishing vessel washed up on shore near Arch Cape. It had been at sea for a 
very long time. What to do with it?

Issue: Public Schools
New Seaside High School
 The proposed school campus in Seaside is moving ahead on schedule with a caveat. John 
Dunzer is filing a formal request to look at other options. What are they?

Issue: Dealing with the homeless
Homelessness In Seaside

The homeless problem on the west coast is as bad as ever and warming stations and 
staffing are becoming issues 

All discussions were hosted by R.J Marx and Mark Evans. They were presented on-air at 
scheduled times in short-form (2 minutes or less)


